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INTRODUCTION
Refugees from Afghanistan are a relatively "new" group of people to be
resettled in the United States. While small numbers of Afghan nationals have
been living in this country for years, it is only since 1980 that a significant
number of people have been arriving here from Afghanistan as political refugees.
In December, 1979, the intervention of Soviet troops in Afghanistan thrust
that country's situation into news headlines worldwide. However, that foreign
intervention was only the culmination of many years of political and social upheavel
in Afghanistan. As a consequence of both prior turmoil and the Soviet military
occupation, over 1.8 million Afghans have fled their homeland, according to the most
recent figures from the United Nations High Commissioner on Refugees (UNHCR). Several
thousand of these refugees are being resettled in the United States.
For many citizens of the United States, the Afghan refugees represent a virtually
unknown people. This profile on refugees from Afghanistan provides background
information about these proud and heroic people whom you, as sponsors, have chosen
to assist in their quest to regain self-sufficiency in this country.
This profile supplements the Church World Service Manual for Refugee
Sponsorship, which provides the basic guidelines on the -"what", "how", "where",
and "why" of refugee resettlement in this country for the local sponsoring individual,
congregation or group. The author of this supplement has endeavored to gather and
present basic information on the Afghan people and their experiences as refugees coming
to this country.
We have attempted to select and summarize historical, cultural and social background information which we believe will be most useful in gaining an initial understanding of a people who have come from a country with a very long, exceedingly rich,
and tremendously varied heritage. This paper also reflects our conversations with
numerous refugees already here and with thei r sponsors to identify the most important
concerns they have experienced. As the result of our findings we hope this profile
will anticipate possible difficulties and share the experiences of those already
experienced in overcoming difficulties and facilitating a "successful" resettlement .
Finally, we have included a bibliography of further readings, films, and other res our ces
in the expectation that this paper will be seen as an introduction, motivating sponsors
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and friends to pursue further a quest to better understand and share the rich
and fascin&tina heritage of the Afghan people.
We wish to expreaa appreciation for the assistance provided by numerous
Atahan refuaeea in the compilation of this document, their sponsors, and a
number of scholars and social scientists deeply versed in the country and
people of Af&haniatan. In particular, we wish to acknowledge that much of
the material presented here describing the history and the social and cultural
ways of the Afghan• clo1ely follows, with the author's permission, material
presented in the widely-acclaimed book Afghanistan written by Louis Dupree,
a work considered to be one of the moat authoritative in the field. We also
wish to thank Nancy Hatch Dupree, Research Associate for the Center for Afghanistan Studies at the University of Nebraska/Omaha and writer for the
Afghan Tourist Aaaoc1ation (1962-1978), Dr. M. Jamil Hanifi, Associate Professor of Anthropology at Northern Illinois University, Dr. Pam Hunte, Professor of Anthropology currently a Fulbright Lecturer at the University of
Islamabad, Pakistan, and R. Marston Speight of the Task Force on ChristianMuslim Relations of the National Council of the Churches of Christ in the
U.S.A. and Harford S.ainary for their generous assistance in reviewing these
materials.
We are deeply appreciative of the Photo Library of the United Nations for
their assistance with the photographs in this booklet.
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Young dancers in national costume wait for their turn to perform at a fair in Kabul.
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A view of the rugged terrain of Afghanistan. A part of the Asian Highway, which leads to the Khyber Pass, is visible on this
photograph.
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Hidden away in the Hindu Kush Mountains in Northern Afghanistan at Bamian are these spectacular ruins of an ancient Buddhist settlement. This photo shows the remains of a gigantic figure of Buddha and caves which were inhabited by thousands of
monks during the first millenium.
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AFGHANISTAN:

A PORTRAIT

A Guida for Resettling Afghan Refugees

GEOGRAPHY
The name "Afghanistan" means simply, "land of the Afghan". For thousands of
years, the land called Afghanistan has been "in the center of the action", at the
meeting place of four major geographical, ecological and cultural regions: the
Middle East, Central Asia, the Indian subcontinent, and the Far East. Indeed, the
land of Afghanistan can be described as a melting pot of people and cultures which
has been mixing and interacting for literally thousands of years.
The area of Afghanistan itself is a harsh and rugged but immensely beautiful
and awe-inspiring land. It is a land about the size of the state of Texas, located
at approximately the same geographic latitude as that state. It can be divided into
elaven distinct geographic zones, six mountainous and five of deserts and plains.
~ountains, the daainant backbone of the country, form the Pamir Knot range touching
the Chinese border among the Himalayas and fanning out towards the Southwest as che
Hindu Kush mountains overlying the central heartland of the nation. ~ore than 100
peaks in the Pamir Knot rise over 20,000 to 25,000 feet. !he higher peaks in che
central Hindu Kush vary from 14,000 to 17,000 feet.
!o the north of the Hindu Kush lie the rolling s~-deserts of the Turkescan
plains and the Amu Darya River, known in ancient times as the Oxus River. The dry
western and southwestern regions of sandy and stone studded deserts are the easternmost extension of the Iranian Plateau. Between them and the Hindu Kush mountains
lies a rugged mountainous re~ion known as the iiazarajat.
As

Louis Dupree describes it in his book Afghanistan (1980; page 2):
Anyone flying over Afghanistan will be struck by the nakedness of
che terrain. Bare rock dol!linates dramatically everywhere above 14,000
feet or 4,270 meters. Scrub vegetation and grasslands cover most lowe=
altitudes. Occasional clumps of trees appear in the foothills of the
northern slopes of t~e Elindu Kush. Tr~e forests exist only in eastern
Afghanistan, mainly in the provinces of Paktya, Ning=ahar, and Kunar.
Ecologically, most of Afghanistan is semi-desert, wit~ bare patcnes
of ground showing through the ,,egetative cover. Even the ni gh-•,alley
vegetational patterns of the ~iakhan Cor=idor are se?::i-deserc.
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The climate varies considerably, both from day to ~ay and from season to season.
Generally, however, Afghanistan has hot, dry summers and cold winters
with heavy snowfalls in the mountains. In November, the snow line begins
to creep down the mountains, and stops at about 6,000 feet (1,830 meters)
above sea level. Average annual precipitation registers less than 13
inches (21 centimeters). Extremes vary from about two inches (3.2
centimeters) in the southwestern deserts to 13 inches (21 centimetersplus) in the eastern part of Afghanistan. (Afghanistan page 3)
From November to March, snow covers the mountainous regions; peaks over 18,000
feet are permanently snow-capped.
Nonetheless, as Louis Dupree observed, "Although extensive and certainly
not easily negotiable, the mountains of Afghanistan never truly served as barriers
to cultural, economic or political penetration, but merely funneled peoples and
ideas al~ng certain routes." (Afghanistan page 2)

RESOURCES AND LIVELIHOODS
To a great utent, Afghanistan's resources are untapped. Strong indicators
suggest that the country has a great potential wealth of mineral deposits. The
Hajigak area contains an n:t:imated reserve of two billion tons of very high grade
iron ore, Asia's richest deposit.
Only about 12 percent of Afghanistan's total land area is cultivated. The
shortage of water has prevented the potential utilization of much more of the
country's surface area. Only about one-quarter of the cultivated land is
irrigated; the rest is dry farmed on steep mountain slopes and depends on snow
melt.
Over 80 percent of Afghanistan's people still depend for their livelihood
on direct relationships with the land, farming or herding. Mose Afghan rural
families engage in subsistence agriculture, laboring on other's lands or farming
ing small plots of their own. Land-ownership patterns, farming methods and
agricultural technology have changed little in centuries.
Wheat is the major crop; corn, barley, rice, vegetables and fruit are also
produced. Fruits-fresh and dried-and auts provide major exports.
Afghanistan has more sheep than people: wool is a. major export product.
About 2 million Afghans are semi-nomads. The nomads play an important role
raising livestock, moving from grazing area to grazing area in an annual cycle
and living in a unique ecological balance with the lands and comm.unities through
which they pass.
The country has barely begun to industrialize; some light manufacturing-te.~tiles, cement--has been established. The urban working cl ass compri ses onl y
a very small proportion of the •..rorkforce.
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PEOPLES AND LANGUAGES
Afghanistan, somewhat like the United States, has been a melting pot of peoples
and cultures. For thousands of years, Persian, Central Asian, Sino-Siberian, Euro pean
Greek and Roman, Indian, Turkish, Arab and Mongol peoples have invaded, crossed,
mixed in and left their influences on what is today Afghanistan. As a result, the
peoples of the country equal its geography in ethnic, linguistic and physical variety.
Predominant are peoples related ethnically and physically to those inhabiting
the region encompassing the Mediterranean, Iran, and reaching into northwest
Pakistan. As Louis Dupree describes it, "A Spaniard, Sicilian, Greek, Turk, Arab,
or Sephardic Jew would be physically at home in most of Afghanistan. Only distinctive tribal clothing, language, religion and other cultural impediments make
the difference." (Afghanistan, page 55)
Almost all Afghans practice one or the other of the two main branches of Islam,
Sunni or Shia, and most speak Inda-European type languages. A number of distinct
ethnic groups speaking various languages or dialects compose Afghanistan. Two groups
predominate aoong the country's estimated total population of about 15 million.
These are the approximately 6.5 million Pushtun people inhabiting eastern and southern
regions, and the 3.5 million Tajik people in northern Afghanistan. Four other
distinct large groups of 600,000 to one million each in numbers are the Uzbek, Hazara,
Almaq and Farsiwan peoples. Fifteen smaller ethnic groups, each from a few thousand
to 200,000 in number comprise the balance of the population, as described by Louis
Dupree in his book. Among these are peo~les called the Turkomans, the Kirghiz,
Baluch, Nuristani and some Hindu. There has been little intermingling and intermarriage
among the different groups.
The two major languages of the country are Pushtu, spoken by the Pushtun people,
and Dari or Farsi (Persian) spoken by numerous of the other ethnic groups including
the Tajik, Hazara, Aimaq, and Farsiwan peoples. Both Pushtu and Dari are classified
as Inda-European languages and both serve as national languages. A modified Arab i c
script is used for most written communication and literature in the country, al though
less than 10% of the country's population is literate in the sense of being able to
read and write their languages.
A number of these ethnic groups, including the major ones, inhabit geographical
areas extending far beyond the country's borders into neighboring lands. A number
of Pushtun people equal to that in Afghanistan (approximately 6.5 mill ion ) live
across the border in northwest Pakistan~ the same area to which most of today's
Afghan refugees have fled, many to find support through extended family and tribal
relations.
Large numbers of Tajik, Uzbak, Turkoman and Kir~hiz peoples liv e acr oss t he
borders in the four Soviet Socialist Republics of those same names. The Persian
or Farsi speaking Farsiwan farmers of the country's western region are closely related
to the people on the other side of the border on that same Iranian Plateau.
Descriptions of principil characteristics of the more than fifteen ethnic groups
of the country can be found in Dupree's book Afghanistan.
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RELIGION
Islam is by far the dominant religion practiced in Afghanistan.
percent of the country's population is Muslim.

Clost to 99

As Dupree describes it, "The roots of Islam were watered in the same philosophical and geographical garden as Judaism and Christianity. Muslims consider
Jews, Christians and Zoroastrians ahl-i-kitab--'people of the Book'--those with
divinely inspired written Scriptures." Both Islam and Christianity are based on
the "Divine Word"; in Islam that word is "enbooked in the Quran, in the other
enfleshed in Christ," as Dr. M. Jamil Hanifi put it. The Quran, the Muslim scripture is considered the word of God as recorded by Mohammed, as the Ten Commandments are those of God simply expressed through Moses.
There are both deep similarities and profound differences between Islam,
Christianity and Judaism. It is essentially the role and nature of Christ that
constitutes the greatest difference between Islam and Christianity, as between
Christianity and Judaism. Christians have accepted Christ as their Savior and
recognize Him as the Divine Son of God, while the Jews still await the Messiah.
Muslims recognize Jesus (or 'Isa) as a divinely inspired Prophet of God, but see
Him as the prophet be.f ore Mohammed. Muslims do believe in the virgin birth of
Christ and greatly honor "Maryam"--Mary. Muslims recognize the divine inspiration
of the Old Testament but regard the Quran as the final religious authority and
revelation.
Allah, which translates "the Deity," to whom the Muslims bow down and pray,
is the God of the Christian and the Yahweh of the Jew. Indeed, Islam developed in
the Judea-Christian environment of the region several hundred years after Christ,
around 700 A.O.
In essence, three basic themes comprise the core of Islam: belief in the
Supreme Being (Allah); the belief that all men are equal before Allah; and belief
in a code of social justice regulating relationships within the society.
Dupree offers the following comments on Islam in his book:
Contrary to popular belief among most westerners and many
literate Muslims, the essence of Islam (as interpreted by Modernists) is not fatalistic or predeterministic • . . The term 'Islam'
means 'submission,' but not blind submission to a computerized
fate programed by an impassive source. On the contrary, a Muslim
submits to a way of life (or essence) after careful examination.
Islam in essence is not a backward, anti-progressive, antimodern religion, although many of its interpreters, the humanaction component, may be backward and anti-progressive.
(Afghanistan page 104)
Every religion has its defined system of rituals or actions of expression of
the faith. The "Five Pillars of Islam" are the five basic elements of the practice of Islam. Using the terms connnonly used in Afghanistan, these "Pillars,"
very briefly, are as follows:
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l.

"Sbabada," th• profession of faith, is the statement by which the person
identifies b:imaelf or herself as, or bec0111es, a Muslim. This creed reads,
"I give witne•• that there is a.o God but Allah, and Mohammed is the
me•••naer of Allah."

2.

"Salat"-prayer-is a central daily part of Islamic practice. Devout Muslims
are expected to pray five times each day, facing towards Mecca, the Holy
City, at dawn, noon or early afternoon, mid-afternoon, sunset and finally in
the evening before retiring.

3.

"Zakat"-aliugivina to the poor-is considered a purifying act. Every
Muslim is expected to give a certain portion of his inc0111e or wealth to the
poor, either directly or indirectly. rwo-and-one-half percent is the
traditional amount 1n Afghanistan.

4.

"Sa1a" or "'Ruzah"-fasting--is practiced during "Ramadan,'' the ninth month of
the Muslim religioua lunar calendar. Pr0111 dawn to dusk throughout the month,
no food, liquid, tobacco or other substance is to be consumed by the true
be.liner. The fast 18 followed after dusk first by a light snack of b.ighenergy foods such as dates and nuts. Later, a large meal of traditional
foods is eaten, which serves to tide people over the following day of fasting.

5.

"Bajj"-the pilgrimage-is the visit that all Muslims hope to make at least
once in their lifetime to Mecca, the Holy City, birthplace of Mohammed, if
they can afford it.

Islam is divided into two major branches. The•• are the Sunni and the Shi' a,
whose origiDal differences arose over disputes in succession of political-religious
leadership after the death of the PTophet Mohammed in 632. In addition, four
different schools of law have developed. Each bas differing interpretations of
the Quran and the "Hadith," the actions and sayings of the Prophet Mohammad.
Three major divisions of
accept as successive religious
the aadith. The Hanafi school
by approximately 80 percent of

the Shi'a exist today, differing on whom they
leaders after Mohammed, and on interpretations of
of law is predominant in Afghanistan, practiced
the population.

Significant numbers of both Isma'iliya (followers of :he Aga Khan) and Imami
Shi'a Mualims compri•• much of the balance of the Afghan population. The number
of non-Muslims in the country, including Christians, Jews, Hindus, Sikhs and others,
only accounts for about l% of the population.
Many outstanding and very significant contributions to the development of
medicine, mathematics, architecture, geography, literature, philosophy, painting
and other art forms have been made by Muslims. Some of these profoundly affected
and advanced European ''Western" culture in past centuries. Examples are our system
of ''Arabic" numerals and many concepts of algebra, chemistry, anci geometry.
To be sure, these points presented above can gi~e only :he most partial and
schematic, and therefore perfunctory, perspective on the very rich anci complex
religious heritage of the Afghan people. We urge :,ou to delve forthar incu
readings on this subject, a few of which are suggested i n ~he bibliography .
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AFGHAN SOCIETY AND FAMILY
Afghan society -- or societies, given the various different ethnic groups -has existed for hundreds, if not thousands, of years.
These structures and patterns of relationship have remained firm and constant
for generations. Only recently have changes come due to the effects of modernization
and "Western" influence, particularly in urban areas.
Class, kinship and sex are central determinants of social behavior in the
relatively stratified and highly structured Afghan society.
A small minority among the total population owns a large proportion of arable
land and of the larger business enterprises in the country. Professionals, technicians,
civil servants, small-business owners, teachers and others of similar status can
be considered another echelon of Afghan society. Together, these two groupings
comprise the less than 10% of the country's population which is literate, has access
to education, attains some degree of material comfort, and has some degree of mobility
in terms of travel and exposure to new ideas. The vast majority of the population
is comprised of peasants, subsistence farmers and nomadic peoples, mostly non-literate
and most living under economically marginal conditions .
Traditionally kinship has played a central role in the life of Afghans. Kinship
is not simply a matter of family relationships but a reciprocal set of rights and
obligations that determines the individual's status and role in relation to others
in and outside his or her group. Within the kinship system, one's sex as male or
female makes a great deal of difference.
Family life has revolved around extended family relations rather than the primacy
of the nuclear family. The extended family usually includes one's mate and children,
siblings and their wives and children, one's parents, one's uncles, aunts and cousins,
and grandparents. And all of them live in one residential compound or within the
same village or small neighborhood.
The extended family still serves as the major economic and social unit for many
of Afghanistan's non-literate and rural people. The strong bonds and structures of
the family community developed ages ago as the means of adaptation to the environment
and socio-cultural process. At least until recently kinship was also the governing
system in many areas of the country. Social, economic and political rights, duties
and activities were expressed within the unit and the larger tribal group. The
authority of the central government was expressed through taxation and, at times,
military ~onscription of young men.
Kinship codes traditionally encouraged close relations between aunts and nieces
and mothers and daughters-in-law. These relations tended to partially counterbalance the male domination of the society through male authority (patriarchy), male
to male inheritance (patlilineage), and patrilocal movement, where the woman leaves
her family for the man's upon marriage.
A customary preference for patrilateral parallel cousin marriages, that is,
marrying the son of a man with his brother's daughter, developed long ago as a means
to maintaining the cohesiveness of the patriforal extended family groups.
Recent urbanization and "Westernization" such as large-scale development projects
and, more recently, the civil war, have increasingly disrupted the extended family
system in Afghanistan. The consequences have been costly. The established emotional
and material mutual-support system, loss of roles and identities especially for older
persons has resulted in tensions and f rustrations. These have frequently provoked
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severe depression, and even violence among those who remain together.
This situation is particularly significant among the refugees. Those who
arrive here tend to come as nuclear family units, while even their closest family
members -- brothers, sisters, parents -- still remain in Pakistan, Europe or
Afghanistan itself.
Traditionally, whether one was male or female made a big difference in social
role and behavior. For example men worked outside and women inside the home. Men
were the "breadwinners." Women were confined to domestic work involving the
traditional roles of homemaker and child rearer.
Nancy Hatch Dupree contributed the following brief description of:
Women in Afghanistan
In Afghanistan women symbolize honour -- of the family, of the tribe
and, by extension, the nation. In order to uphold this heavy responsibility,
women are expected to behave according to such ideal feminine traits as modesty, femininity and obedience. Above all, sexual purity symbolizes family
honour. Any deviation from these ideal traits is seen to besmirch the honour
of their protectors -- i.e., male family members -- and this cannot be tolerated.
Afghan males treasure honour above all else.
Therefore, punishments for deviations are harsh. They differ from tribal
group to tribal group, some being more lenient than others, but the harshest
demand death, for instance, as the only honourable punishment for adultery.
It is these attitudes which have perpetuated the overly protective
customs of purdah (seclusion of women) and the wearing of the veil. Spokesmen,
mainly men , have called for a more equitable place for women in society since
the beginning of the 20th century. They did so without attacking Islam or
Afghan culture, asking only for a redefinition of what constitutes honourable
behavior on the part of women in light of 20th-century realities.
The emancipation movement moved forward steadily, if slowly, especially
among the urban elite and middle classes. Education for women was generally
accepted. Employment, particularly as teachers, administrators and medical
personnel, became respectable, albeit at first in separate institutions. Then,
in 1959, the government announced its support for the voluntary removal of
the veil. Since then ever-increasing numbers of urban women have participated
in all facets of the society, proving with their modest poise and dignity that
Afghan women can function in association with men with no loss of honour to
either themselves or to their families.
The family still constitutes the single most important unit in Afghan
society. What a girl can or cannot do depends ultimately on the attitudes
of the male members of her family. This frustrates many of the young who
speak of suffering from "family sickness" when controls are held too taut.
Very few rebelled too drastically, however, for the opportunities to exist
outside the family were so limited. Numbers of those girls who did rebe l ,
however, associated with the leftist parties r,.rhich came to power in 19 78.
Their reputation for flouting their sexuality has dealt a serious blow to the
emancipation movement by provoking a backlash of fanatic attitudes toward
women . This threatens to reverse almost a century of liberalizing effort.
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Marriage
Marriage is, of course, one of the most important events in Afghan life.
In traditional society, marriages are arranged by family, parents and elders, to
insure family continuity.
Marriage agreements commonly involve what is somewhat inaccurately translated
as a "bride price". Since the woman generally leaves her extended family unit to
reside in that of the husband, the "bride price" is in reality an economic exchange
provided by the groom's family to compensate the bride's family for the loss of a
valuable, economically productive member of the family "team".
Today among literate urban Afghans, a modified practice of the tradition continues,
although the children are generally themselves involved in the choice of mate.
Elaborate, colorful and meaningful ceremonies mark the occasion of marriage.
Traditionally, the wedding took place over three days of festivities, including
special ceremonies, music, meals and games, dancing, singing, wrestling and mock
sword battles among members of the two families.
Divorce is permitted by religious custom and law, although it is still rare
due to public and family pressure and both individual and family pride.
Child Rearing
Children are symbols of the future of the family group, representing guarantees
of familial continuity. Traditionally, male children have been preferred as heirs
for the family and working hands to tend the fields or flocks.
The mother generally has the responsibility for looking after, training, and
disciplining the children. Fathers' involvement tends to be limited to playing
with and indulging offspring. Children are table- and toilet-trained at an early age.
Older children are expected to take major responsibility in caring for younger
brothers and sisters.
In the extended family grouping, grandparents, the elders holding the "knowledge
of the ages", assume a major role in teaching children. Much of their knowledge is
passed on through the oral folklore and tales of the society. In the towns and
cities, schools of course have largely modified the role of grandparents.
Children in rural, non-literate Afghanistan grow up fast, assuming adult roles
and responsibilities as they reach puberty. On the other hand, children in urban
and literate environments generally have the privilege of a period of adolescence
with schooling and other training to prepare their transition into adulthood in the
more complex "modern" social context.
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HISTORY
The land called Afghanistan has been at the center of developments and events
in world history for thousands of years. Developments in the area led to the
rise of some of the first civilizations in history. Since about 4,000 years ago,
the land's history has been a story of frequent invasions, conquests and devastations
led by empire builders of both the Eastern and Western worlds. Some of the invading
armies and empires simply destroyed, raped and plundered. Others left legacies of
major construction works and their languages, religious practices and cultural
heritages behind. Thus Afghanistan, without much choice in the matter, has been a
melting pot of peoples, cultures and ideas for many centuries.
Several indigenous empire-builders sprang from the land of the Afghans during
various periods, the last major one in the eighteenth century. Afghanistan
took shape as a nation-state in the modern sense only; however, at the end of the
last centry in struggles against attempted British Imperial rule over the area.
The nation actually achieved independence in 1919 after 80 years of periodic
British military intrusions.
The story of the people of Afghanistan has been one of having very little say in
or control over their own destiny. For centuries their lives have been dominated
by the desires of rulers who rose and fell, and by landlords who controlled the
land and limited water resources in a feudal system. Moslem clergy, often landlords
themselves, simply reinforced the system. Even into the 1970's, the majority
of Afghans were among the world's poorest peoples and over 90% were unable to
read or write.
Humans of the pre-historic Palaeolithic "Stone Age" probably lived in caves of
northern Afghanistan as long as 50,000 years ago. Archaeological findings of stone
implements, bones and other signs of human activity at cave sites have been dated
back to over 35,000 years ago. Indeed, there are strong indications that North
Afghanistan was part of the zone in which the inter-related domestication of wheat,
barley, sheep, goats and cattle developed. These transformed man's relationship to
the enviromnent in the "Neolithic Revolution" which led to the eventual rise of
civilizations in the Nile Valley, the Tigris-Euphrates river valleys and in the
Indus River basin. Indeed, if the Nile was the cradle of civilization, Afghanistan
was probably the "maternity ward".
Hundreds of years before Christ the Afghan land, as a province of the Persian
Achemenian Empire (549-331 B.C.), shared the life of a wide association of civilized
nations of those times. Trade and interchange stretched from the borders of India
to the shores of Greece and from Central Asia to the upper Nile valley in Northeastern
Africa.
Alexander the Great shattered that empire in building his own, passing through
Afghanistan in 330 B.C.
Asoka, the Mauryan emperor of India, followed him a few
years later, bringing the religious message of the Buddha. Another great development
for world history occurred in the Afghan area as a result . The mixing of the
classical Hellenic humanist, sensuous Indian and vigorous Central Asia-Sino-Siberi an
cultures gave rise to the Mahayana Buddhism which then spread and is practiced in
much of the Far Eastern world today . It was during this early period of East- West
interchange that Buddhist artists first began to portray Buddha in human fo rm and
i t was essentially as an orientalized version of the Greek god, Apollo .
In the succeading centuries, the first centuries after the time of Christ,
the Afghan area suffered ~he influence of conquests of nomadic Centra l Asian
invaders -- the Saka in the first century B.C ., and the Heph t halite Huns in the
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fifth century A.D.
In the intervening centuries, a great empire rose from the
Kushan area which today comprises Eastern Afghanistan and Pakistan. This empire
at its apogee under Kanishka held control over vast areas of India, Iran and
even parts of China and left permanent influences -- notably the spread of Buddhism
over all those areas. It was under Kushan rule that the Silk Route was established.
Islam came to Afghanistan with the Muslim Arab conquest in the second half of
the seventh century. Khurasan, a larger part of today's Afghanistan, became one
of the most prosperous provinces and an important center of Islamic culture under
subsequent Arab rule, which was headquartered in Baghdad.
During what was one of the most destructive and terrible periods in human
history, the Mongol hordes of Genghis Khan overran Afghanistan in the thirteenth
century, ending a long period of cultural development and prosperity. In the words
of Afghan historian Najib Ullah, "In the course of eight years (1219-1227) Afghanistan
became a vast graveyard of massacred people, and a land of ruins. This
tragedy marked the beginning of a dark age for all the Muslim world, but particularly
for Khurasan, Turkestan and Persia."
The Mongol invasion later followed by the recurring warfare between local
groups throughout the region broke up the overland Silk Trade Route between Europe
and the Far East. This forced the Europeans to seek a new maritime route to the
Orient, which in turn led to the rediscovery, exploitation and colonization of
the "New World," the Americas.
It was only 300 years after the Mongol devastation that the prosperity and
culture of the area were revived. However, for the succeeding two centuries, the
sixteenth and seventeenth, the Afghan land was a zone of contention between the
two great Asian empires, the Persian Safavids and the Indian ~oghuls. Afghan tribal
leaders did not make rule by either easy; many Afghan tribes maintained independence.
The most recent Afghan empire rose in 1747 when a young Abduli soldier, Ahmad
Shah, was proclaimed king of an independent Afghanistan by Afghan leaders. Ahmad
Shah reined over the often bloody and brutal conquest of the Punjab and Kashmir
regions of India and the Nishapur region of Persia.
European Imperial Encroachment
The end of the eighteenth century witnessed the drive of European imperial
powers into the region. The British, warring with the French for control over
India as they also were for North America in the mid-1700's, succeeded in establishing
hegemony over India. Dupree writes, " ..• although essentially an economic enterprise,
the East India Company built the mighty British Indian Empire by force of arms."
(Afganistan, page 362) By 1818 most of India had become a British colony .
Ironically, Ahmad Shah's conquests had made it easier for the British to extend
their colonial control over India and to then look to Afghanistan. By defeating,
with the help of French mercenaries, the ruling Mahratta force of the Punjab in
1767, the Afghans undermined a major Indian force resisting the British expansion.
The Tsars of Russia, meanwhile, were expanding control southward across the
Central Asian steppes and east across Siberia in the Russian equivalent of the
North American "Manif est Destiny" drives co t he West and South of t he same period.
In 181 3 , the Russian anny def eated t he Persia ns, who then rel inquished t heir claims
to the Caucasus region and withdrew their warships f rom t he Caspian Sea. Russian
influence in Persia grew in ch e 1820's as t he British meanwhil e pushed northwest
from Central I ndia.
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A village scene mixes old and new modes of transportation at this stop some 170 miles to the east of Kandahar on the way
to Kabul on the A - 1 route of the Asian Highway.

Kabul, the capital of Afghanistan, is a mixture of old and new. Above, an unveiled young woman walks in the midst of women
in chadri. Often, within a family, the younger members among the women have discarded the chadri while the older women
continue to wear the veil in public.
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Kabul, the capital of Afghanistan, with the snow-covered peaks of the Hindu Kush mountain range in the background.
Note the terraced roofs of the houses on which a major part of the Afghans' family life takes place.

A street scene in Kabul.
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Afghanistan lay right between the expanding spheres of the British and Russian
Empires. In 1837, both powers sent envoys to Kabul, ostensibly "to discuss
commercial relations" with the ruler of the central Afghanistan area, Dost
Moha.mmed Khan. The empire of Ahmad Shah had collapsed years earlier, piece by
piece,torn away by internal revolt or outside conquest. By the early 1800's,
civil wars were frequent between different tribes or groups led by various local
leaders each attempting to expand their power over the major areas of the Afghan
land.
Distrusting Dost Mohammed because he had maintained contacts with Persian
and Russian envoys, the British launched an invasion of Afghanistan with over
20,000 soldiers in 1839 to remove the Dost and replace him with a figurehead
leader, Shah Shuja, who was more to British liking (a "puppet", as such leaders
are called today). That invasion was, incidentally, very unpopular in Britain
from the beginning, in part because it was known that the Dost was willing to
cooperate with the British.
Once Shah Shuja was installed in power, it became evident that he would not
be able to remain on the throne without the continued support of British soldiers
and bayonets. So the military force stayed on in Kabul as an army of occupation
and British officers became "advisors'' to the Shah's regime.
The adventure ended in disaster for the British. The occupation was more than
resented, and resistance activity mushroomed. By 1841 the British troops were
virtually under seige in their Kabul compound. They finally decided to negotiate
a withdrawal. Once a treaty had been signed allowing a retreat to India, the
British did not wait for a protective escort of resistance fighters under control
of their Kabul leaders. The January, 1842 retreat became a death march as the
British and Indian troops were massacred by rural rebels and the harsh winter
blizzards which struck them.
Dost Mohammed Khan returned to rule. However, following the death of the
Dost in 1863, instability again plagued Afghanistan. The British again perceived
the Russians to be making aggressive overtures to Afghan leaders, although many
of these perceptions were later found to be misunderstandings and misinterpretations.
In 1878, the British again invaded Afghanistan and installed a "British Resident"
in Kabul. The resident was killed by mutinous Afghan soldiers the next year. The
British sent another expedition led by a General Roberts to avenge the killing;
when it arrived in Kabul the ruling Amir abdicated the throne.
"For all practical purposes, General Roberts became Amir in Kabul. He ruled
with an iron hand and instituted a reign of terror remembered to this day. But
the Afghans once again did not take lightly the occupation of their country by
foreigners." (Afghanistan, page 409) In 1880, a British military force was
decisively beaten with many casualties in an open battle against a large tribal
rebel force near the city of Quandahar .
However, General Roberts sent a field force from Kabul to punish the victorious
rebels. It did so in another bloody battle. Nonethless, with Abdur Rahman Khan on
the Kabul throne and reasonably friendly to British interests, the British troops
were withdrawn in late 1880. They left with Britain under full control of Afghanistan's foreign affairs under a treaty signed the previous year.
Abdur Rhaman set out to unify the various ethnic groups into some sen3e of a
modern nation-state within the boundaries set by the British and limited by Russian
territory. Abdur Rahman'3 descendants ruled Afghanistan as its kings until t he
coup of 1973 ciefinitively terminated tne monarchy.
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Independence and "~odernization"
In 1919 Amanullah Khan, grandson of Abdur Rahman, seized the throne from his
father. He launched a military campaign against the British troops stationed along
the border with India. The fortunately very brief war ended with British and world
recognition of Afghan independence; the 19th of August of that year is considered
the official national independence day. In 1921 Afghanistan established a treaty
of friendship with the newly established Soviet Union, even before a treaty
establishing "neighborly relations" was eventually haggled out with the reluctant
British .
Amnullah soon launched an ambitious program of modernization. However, opposition
quickly sprang up to changes considered drastic and anti-Islamic by conservative
clergy and their powerful allies. Nonetheless, after a whirlwind tour of Europe
in 1927, Amanullah returned to urge even more drastic reforms -- abolition of the
veil, opening of co-educational schools, and the wearing of Western clothes -- as
well as an ambitious construction program including the building of a new capital
city near Kabul. Court Advisor Mahmud Tarzi observed, "Amanullah has built a
beautiful monument without a foundation. Take out one brick and it will tumble
down . " Indeed, tribal and Islamic leaders rose up in arms against the king who
had "turned against Allah and Islam". Revolts culminated in Amanullah's ouster
and exile in 1929 by tribal rebel groups who, some say, may have been aided by the
British, again to thwart a perceived threat of rising Russian inf l uence over the
Amanulla's government.
"Contrary to popular belief," as Dupree notes, "Soviet aid to Afghanistan did
not begin in 1950, but with several subsidies, in 1919. The Soviet Union sent
Amanullah a gift of thirteen airplanes, plus pilots, mechanics, transportation
specialists, and telegraph operators. Before 1928, the U.S.S . R. established an
air route to Kabul via Tashkent." (Afghanistan, page 451)
Through the following years, the monarchy survived despite rebellions,
assassinations, blood feuds and international intrigues.
Several ambitious industrial projects were developed in the 1930's by native
capitalists. A small class of industrial workers began to emerge. A major rural
development project funded by United States aid was launched in the Hilmand River
valley after World War II.
All did not go well with it: the project did not take
into account local social and cultural patterns nor the strong resistance to change
by rural Afghans.
In 1953 Mohammed Daud Khan, cousin of the then king Mohammed Zahir, took control
of the government after having been appointed prime minister . Under Daud, some of
the urgently needed reforms and changes were instituted but these procee~ed very
slowly. Daud ruled without tolerance for dissidence. Earl y on, he moved to rebalance Afghanistan's position of non-alignment by seeking Soviet aid and trade .
More U.S. aid then followed Soviet aid. However, the United States refused to
provide military aid when Afghanistan would not j oin the regi onal anti-Soviet
security pact promoted by the U.S. The result was increased Afghan dependence on
Soviet military aid. Daud, nonetheless, remained staunchly anti-Communist.
The dispute between Afghanistan and Pakistan ov er "Pushtunistan" , the e thnic
region encompassing areas i n both countries, blew up i nto a maj or i nternational
confrontation and a diplomati c-mili tary standoff be tween t he two countri es i n 1961.
I mpasse in f i nding a sol ution f or the Pushtunistan crisis and o t h er fac t ors led
Daud to resign as prime minis ter in 1963 .
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A period of constitutional monarchy followed. A new constitution was drawn up
and parliamentary elections were held. However, unrest grew in the country, as
lines became more sharply drawn between reformers demanding fundamental changes in
the still very traditional society and the entrenched bureaucracy making some reforms
but essentially maintaining the semi-feudal old order. Tensions increased as
national economic problems and contradictions intensified without apparent solutions.
In 1973, Mohammed Daud led a coup and returned to power, this time deposing the
king and the monarchy, declaring Afghanistan a republic, and naming himself its
president. Despite high expectations for progress, Daud's rule soon proved itself
a continuation of the historic patterns of corruption, patronage, i nertia and
incompetence.
Through all of these years of "modernization", little changed for the vast
majority of the country's population. Illiteracy remained above 90%, health
cpnditions were very poor and average incomes remained among the lowest in the
world. Meanwhile, larger numbers of the small, literate middle classes were
returning from schooling abroad in the West, bringing new ideas and a growing
impatience with the snail's pace of progress in their homeland. A proliferation
of liberal and leftist political groups and parties sprang into existence in the
late 1960's, among them the People's Democratic Party of Afghanistan (PDPA). Most
of the country's rural population comprising 85% of the country's total, nonetheless,
remained outside of the national political processes.
The Coup of 1978; Radical Reforms
By numerous accounts, the coup of 1978 was a hastily contrived act which
succeeded more through blunders than through planning or preparation. After
demonstrations protesting the assassination of a popular PDPA leader, orders
went out from the Daud government to jail other major leftist leaders . The arrests
began the night of April 26 . Hafizullah Amin, leader of the Khalqi wing of the
PDPA, was placed under house arrest but his children were left free to come and
go. With his children as messengers, Amin put together overnight a makeshift coup ,
passing written instructions to party members and sympathizers within the military .
By the evening of April 28, the coup was complete. While some of the initial
casualty figures broadcast internationally were highly exaggerated, Louis Dupree
reported a carefully drawn together estimate of about 1,000 killed during the coup,
including Daud himself, in his American University Field Staff report on the event .
Nur Mohammed Taraki, also a leader of the Khalqi wing of the PDPA, was named
President of Afghanistan. The new government immediately decreed a series of major
and, for Afghanistan, radical reforms, including a major land redistribution program.
Louis Dupree noted that the new regime saw itself the inheritor of the reforms
initiated by King Amanullah. "Like the young king (1919-1929) who tried too much
too soon with too little support, the Khalqi leaderships repeated his mistakes but
with far bloodier results." Neither economic infrastructure nor popular rural
acceptance was in place to support the reforms. The dogmatic "}larxist" rhetoric
employed by the revolutionary government did not contribute to winning sympathy .
The landlords and their allies among the conservative religious leadership in
particular reacted violently as their wealth and power base were threatened .
Islamic mullahs saw government words and action~ -- many of which were particularly
insensitive to Islamic tradition -- as attempts to "destroy Islam". Local landlords ,
clergy and others began to organize armed resistance with support fr om the rural
population which continued to look to them, rather than the distant national
government, as their political leadership.
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Without a large popular base of support, the regime could do little but step
up repression to hold onto power. Increased repression further alienated the
population and provoked more resistance. Internal purges, such as sending Babrak
Karmal and other leaders of the competitive Parcham wing of the PDPA abroad as
ambassadors, weakened the regime from within. Purges of military officers, even
of some who had supported and participated in the coup, weakened military morale .
Troop desertions rose, debilitating the military itself.
In March, 1979, Amin asswned the role of prime minister, eclipsing Taraki's
power as president. Taraki was murdered that September, apparently by Amin or
his supporters. Resistance reached the level of open rebellion: battles between
Mujahidin -- self-named Islamic "freedom fighters" -- and government troops
occurred around the country. Reports circulated that arms were being supplied to
guerrillas by outside powers, who in particular opposed the regime's close identification with the Soviet Union. (President Sadat of Egypt announced in 1981 that
his government had been selling surplus Soviet-made anns to the U.S. Central
Intelligence Agency for clandestine shipment to Afghan rebels.) Meanwhile, refugees
were streaming into Pakistan and Iran as the situation deteriorated.
Soviet Military Intervention
The Amin government was reportedly close to collapse in December, 1979 when
Soviet troops began arriving "to restore order", allegedly at Amin's request.
However, the discredited Amin was slain -- accounts vary as to by whom -- and
Babrak Karmal arrived from exile to assume the presidency.
In a matter of days 80,000 Soviet troops were in Afghanistan. The situation
has not improved. The Russians are basically treated as an occupying army by a
hostile population which has all too many memories of similar circumstances in the
past.
The death toll since 1979 reportedly may exceed 100,000. Indications are that
the reasons for the Soviet intervention are far more defensive than offensive in
the "Great Game", as super-power contention in the region used to be called . With
several well-armed and politically antagonistic states confronting it across its
own national borders, namely China, Turkey and Iran, the USSR is no more willing
to tolerate the establishment of a hostile, Western-backed Islamic regime in
Afghanistan than the U.S. has welcomed the socialist government of Cuba.
Unlike the failure of the Bay of Pigs fiasco, however, the Soviet intervention
has momentarily succeeded in pre-empting a Mujahidin-led realignment. But it has
done so at extremely high cost for Afghanistan and for the world cormnunity.
Little change in the current situation seems innninent. The military situation
can be described as a standoff: the reduced Afghan army and Soviet troops maintain
sometimes shaky control over cities and towns while Mujahidin guerrillas roam the
countryside . Any hope of some kind of negotiated settlement currently seems
precluded by both sides' perceptions of mutually irreconcilable differences and
by disinterest in even talking with the enemy.
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Over one and a half-million Afghan people have now fled the civil warfare,
foreign military occupation and disruption of their traditional way of life,
according to the most recent estimates from the United Nations High Commissioner
on Refugees (UNHCR). Most are being sheltered in UNHCR and voluntary agency
supported camps in Pakistan. As of fall, 1981, as many as 10,000 per week continue
to flee their homeland. 200,000 more are in Iran and thousands more are scattered
around India and across Europe, most in precarious conditions. The United States
is accepting up to 4,000 this fiscal year to permit at least some of them to have
the possibility of more secure resettlement in this country.
CWS Aiding Afghan Refugees in Pakistan
Church World Service efforts on behalf of its constituent denominations have
been instrumental in bringing relief supplies to these refugees. Over one and
one-half million dollars in the form of tents, blankets, clothing and medicines
have been sent to or purchased in Pakistan for the destitute Afghans. Acting in
association with the ecumenical Inter-Aid Committee in Pakistan, CWS has been one
of the major international organizations active in this refugee crisis.
Church World Service has maintained a presence in Pakistan since 1947 and thus
was in an ideal position to help with relief efforts for the refugees. CWS
joined with the Inter-Aid Committee, a consortium of Protestant and Catholic
organizations, to coordinate the efforts of numerous European and North American
relief groups. At the request of the Committee, CWS Country Director in Pakistan,
Jim Dubee, was named chief administrative officer for the Inter-Aid Committee.
Over ten million dollars in refugee relief aid has now been administered through
the ecumenical committee.
CWS itself is now undertaking a major effort directed towards organizing health
teams with Afghan doctors, providing education, and preparing nutritional supplements
for women and children, many of whom are showing increasing signs of malnutrition.
European donors and international agencies are involved in supplying materials for
this latter effort as a significant initiative in international cooperation.
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LITERATURE
Some of the world's finest literature and poetry has been written in Arabic,
Pashtu, Turkish and Farsi languages, and a notable amount of it in the area of
Afghanistan. Even many Afghans who can neither read nor write can recite the
poetry of the region's great classical Persian and Pushtun poets by the hour.
Indeed most Afghans, literate and non-literate, consider themselves poets.
"Afghanistan, therefore, is fundamentally a nation of poets" writes Louis Dupree.
Three brief examples cited in the book Afghanistan are offered here merely to
suggest the richness of the country's poetic heritage.
First, a poem written by the first woman known to compose poetry in both
Arabic and Persian. Legend has it that Rabia Balk.hi wrote this poem with her
own blood while being fatally punished by her brother, a tenth-century Balkh
ruler, for having fallen in love with a Turkish slave.
I am caught in Love's web so deceitful
None of my endeavours turned fruitful
I knew not when I rode the high-blooded steed
The harder I ~ulled its reins the less it would heed.
Love is an ocean with such a vast space
No wise man can swim it in any place.
A true lover should be faithful till the end
And face life's reprobated trend.
When you see things hideous, fancy them neat,
Eat poison, but taste sugar sweet.
(Translated by K. Habibi, 1967)
One of the great poets of the Pushtun people was Khushal Khan Khattak, a
seventeenth-century warrior and chieftain. Among his many poems of love, politics,
religion and other topics was this one reflecting on narrow-minded religious
leaders and conservative ideas:
The knowing, the perceptive man
Is he who knows about himself,
For in self-knowledge and insight
Lies knowledge of the Holiest.
If in his heart there is no fear,
His deeds are not those of the good,
Pay no heed to the one who's skilled
In quoting the Koran by heart.
The wrongful actions of the self
Are a misfortune in your home:
If you're not Satan to yourself
No other Satan need you fear.
Abandon greed and leave desire,
Covet no thing or person more,
Then you will need no other name You'll name yourself the king of men.
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Unless God set him on the way
Talking alone will not suffice,
Even if He should resurrect
The Sage Luqman to oe his guide
Jesus, by means of miracles,
Gave blind men power to see again,
But in this life no single fool
Was made a wise man by his prayers.
Although he has nothing but this,
Let him not grieve if he be wise:
Khushal Khattak will swear to it,
The wise man need have no regret.
(D. Mackenzie, 1965)
Poetry has also been a medium for expression of the Afghan people's deep
love for and attachment to their homeland. This poem is one such expression,
written by the first great Durrani emperor, Ahmad Shah Durrani, in the mid-1700's,
and was one of many composed by the tribal leaders of the time.
By blood, we are immersed in love of you.
The youth lose their heads for your sake.
I come to you and my heart finds rest.
Away from you, grief clings to my heart like a snake.
I forget the throne of Delhi
When I remember the mountaintops of my Pushtun land.
If I must choose between the world and you,
I shall not hesitate to claim your barren deserts as my own .
(Translated by S. Shpoon)
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FOLKLORE AND GAMES
As with literature, the peoples of Afghanistan have a very rich heritage of
folklore and music. Much of the folklore and legend is closely related to Islam,
although the essence of many tales and stories originated long before the Moslem
religion came to the country.
Folk poets and story tellers constantly arise among the Afghans. Most literate
Afghans can make up verses to fit a situation or tell about it. Many non-literate
Afghans are anthologies of folktales and stories whose origins are the heritage of
the many cultural heritages intermingled in the country.
The Afghans are a game-loving people. A tremendous variety of games are part
of traditional life in the country. Games relect aspects of the society and vary
by age, sex and social group. Parcheesi, caroms and chess were all invented in
the general region long ago and remain popular. Urbanized adults are fond of card
games including bridge and a game derived from poker and pinochle.
Among popular sports are wrestling, hunting, bird-fighting and "buzkashi 11 ,
literally, "goat-grabbing". Buzkashi, an indigenous Turkic game played in northern
Afghanistan, involving teams of opposing horse-mounted men vying in a field to
lift a calf to their saddle to score a "goal". In urban areas, soccer, volleyball,
field bQckey (for men) and other familiar sports are often played today.
Picnicking is a favorite Afghan pastime. And, as a people whose history has
always made life itself a struggle against constant odds, Afghans are very fond
of gambling.
As with other aspects of Afghan culture, the folk music and the musical
instruments of the country represent a blend of Central Asian, Persian and Indian
influences. Many of Afghanistan's rich treasury of poems have been set to music.
Stringed instruments, a notable variety of which abound in the country, are often
used for such accompaniment. Performers often improvise to fit the mood or the
occasion in their recitals of poems with music.
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FOOD AND DIET
"The Afghan might not live on bread alone but he comes mighty close to it." (L. Dupree )
The varied foods and diets of Afghanistan reflect the melting-pot nature of
the culture of the country. "The foods of Central Asia, China, Tibet, the Iranian
Plateau, Pakistan and India blend in Afghanistan. Food is neither too hot for
Westerners, nor too bland, nor too monotonous, but has enough regional specialization
to delight the most fastidious, adventurous gourmet," writes Louis Dupree.
(Afghanistan, page 224)
Bread and tea and rice are the most basic elements of all Afghan diets.
Almost any grain which can be ground, from wheat to millet to even peas, becomes
bread in Afghanistan. Various parts of the country nave their own distinctive
types and shapes of bread. The domestic ovens used to make these breads are
themselves distinctive.
Strong black tea is part of every meal, served following the food. Green tea,
often prepared with cardamom, is also frequently consumed. A green tea combined
with milk is served on formal occasions. Sugar is often added to the tea and,
wrote Doris McKeller, former Fulbright Lecturer in Home Economics at Kabul
University, "The hospitality of the Afghan people is almost overwhelming and one
evidence may be shown in the amount of sugar which is added to one's tea -the more sugar, the more honor."
Rice is most conunonly eaten as "pilau" or "palow", rice dishes with boiled
meat or roast chicken buried in the rice. Among the common pilau dishes are
"chilaw", a deep platter of rice with a hunk of mutton or a chicken inside,
"qabili", rice with raisins, shredded carrots, almonds and pistachio nuts
sprinkled on top, and "landi pilau", a wintertime favorite prepared with jerkylike dried meat. Spinich, eggplant, green peast and eggs are favored as side
dishes for pilaus.
Kababs are another ever-popular favorite, grilled or fr ied, some varieti es
similar to the shish-kabab now well-known in North .America. ~ost kababs are
dipped in a mix of crushed grape seeds, paprika, and black pepper to enhance
their flavor.
Mutton is the preferred meat in the Afghan diet. Beef, goat, chicken and
other fowl are also used. Pork is taboo, in accordance with Islamic religious
codes. The pork taboo, incidentally, developed in the early years of Islam at
a time when trichinosis disease was rampant among much of the pig population of
the Middle East.
Pasta originated somewhere along the "S i lk Route" between the Far East and
Europe and became part of Afghan diet well before it r e a ched what is t oday Italy .
Several ravioli-type dishes and minestroni -like nood l e and v eg e table soups are
part of Afghan cuisine.
Onions, tomatoes and l eeks are among the most frequent l y utilized vegetab l es.
A salad of chopped onions and tomatoes usual l y comp l ement s a f ew skewers of kab ab s
for a meal. Carrots, cucumbers, radi shes and r oma i ne let t uce a re al s o popul ar ,
whether cons umed raw as snacks , cut up a nd flavored with lemon jui ce and oi l as
sal ads , s l i ced as garni shes fo r me a t platt er s , or combined and cooked wi t h ma in
di s hes. Afgha ns may not be f amiliar wi t h s ome of t he variety of o ther vegetables
common ly f ound in American mar kets .
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Card~m, cloves, cinnamon, coriander, cumin, dill, garlic, mint, red and black
peppers, saffron, tarragon, and tumeric along with numerous spices and herbs unknown
on Western spice racks comprise the essence of Afghan seasonings and flavorings.
Milk from cows, sheep and goats plays a vital role in the diets of Afghans, be
they nomads, rural, or urban dwellers. With refrigeration still an inaccessible
luxury in most of the country, much of the milk produced is processed and consumed
as cheeses in numerous varieties, yogurt, and buttermilk.
The fruits, grapes, melons and mulberries of the land are considered very
delicious by foreigners and Afghans alike and are consumed with gusto both during
and between meals. Fruits, both fresh and dried, including peaches, apricots,
plums, apples and cherries and such nuts as walnuts, almonds, pistachios and pine
nuts are major national export products.
Puddings, such as firni, a rice pudding with almonds and cardamom, and pastries
and cookies are popular desserts. Stalks of sugar cane and lumps of raw sugar beets
are popular Afghan sweets and often consumed as quick energy-boosting snacks.
Islamic religious codes prohibit the consumption of alcoholic beverages.
Nonetheless, some urbanized and less traditionalist Afghans do not strictly
follow those prohibitions.
Traditional Afghan cooking, without "labor-saving" appliances and the pressures
of modern urban life, tends to appear laborious and time-consuming by Western
standards. The results, however, are usually judged to be outstanding cuisine.
Following are several recipes you may wish to try, compiled and adapted to American
kitchens by Doris McKeller.

;
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NAUN
BREAD

PARAKEE, LAWAUSHA
VERY THIN BREADS

Regular Afghan naun is made with a fermented starter, and although the yeast
will give the necessary leavening, the flavor will not be quite the same. The
baking in the pit oven (tondoor) also may impart a little flavor which won't
be present in oven baking. In spite of all that, however, this should be an
acceptable product.
Combine in a medium or large bowl:
1 package of dry yeast (1 T.)
1 t. sugar
1/4 c. lukewarm water
Mix to dissolve yeast and sugar and set aside
Sift together:
3 c. sifted whole wheat flour
1/2 t. salt
Add to yeast mixture.
Measure and add gradually to the flour, yeast mixture:
3/4 c. cold water
Mix with the hand as the water is added, adding a bit more if needed to
produce a smooth, firm dough--essentially the same consistency as ordinary
bread dough. Allow to stand, covered, in a moderately warm place for one
hour. The dough will not be doubled in bulk, but as the finger is drawn
across the surface there will be an evidence of small bubbles being formed.
This is about enough dough for one large naun, but for the method of baking
required it is probably better to make two small ones instead.
Preheat the oven to 500° F and in it preheat a large cookie sheet which has
been covered with heavy aluminum foil. Divide the dough into two balls,
allow to stand for 5 minutes and then begin to shape into oval, flat pieces
of desired thickness. For regular naun the pieces will be about 7 by 12
inches and 1/3 to 1/2 inch thick. For parakee or lawausha the pieces would
be twice as large and 1/6 of an inch thick, patted and stretched out smooth.
The two pieces of regular naun will fit on one cookie sheet, the thinner
ones will require two sheets. After the regular naun is shaped, dip three
fingers in cold water and make three lengthwise grooves down the center
of each. Commercially, small cuts are made with either thumbs or a cutter.
I have been told that these cuts indicate that the bread was shaped by a
man, the grooves are made by women.
Place the shaped naun on the hot pan and bake immediately until the dough
is set and just beginning to brown--6 min. probably. If the bread has
not browned sufficiently, turn on the broiler to complete browning. Remove
from oven and pan, serve warm or cold cut in four-inch s·q uares. An electric
skillet or heavy griddle, ungreased, can also be used quite satisfactorily
for baking naun. Size of naun, time and temperature would have to be adjusted
for each situation.
Naun is served without butter or any fat added, is often used to pick up
other foods, and is particularily important in the eating of soup and the
thinner ~arieties in the eating of kababs as sandwiches.
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CHALOW (WHITE RICE)

Combine:
3 c. long grain rice
l t. salt
2 qts. boiling water
Cook until rice is tender, strain and place in an ovenware dish.
Mix:
1/4 c. vegetable oil
1/2 c. water
1/2 t. salt
Pour over drained rice and toss gently with pancake turner or large rice
server (qafgeer) until fat coats all rice. Cover and place in 300° F.
oven for 20 to 30 min. to complete cooking.
To serve: Mound rice on a large platter. If desired pour over the rice
an additional
1/4 c. vegetable oil or melted butter
Meat is not cooked with chalow but a meat or vegetable sauce, such as the
recipe below, is a common accompaniment.
SAULAN OR QURMA (SAUCES SERVED WITH CHALOW)
Cut in 1 inch cubes:
1 1/2 lb. lean, boneless, beef or lamb
Heat in kettle or pressure pan:
1 c. (3/4 c.) vegetable fat
Add and brown lightly:
cubed meat
2 medium onions, sliced
2 cloves garlic, ground
Add:
1 1/2 t. salt
1/4 t. black pepper
1/2 t. red pepper
1 c. water
1/4 c. dry peas (daul nakhut) or 1/4 c. white beans that have been
soaked overnight.
Cook until meat is tender. This is the basic saulan, but there are many
~ariations. If other vegetables are added the dry peas or white beans
are omitted. Some suggested possibilitites are:
1 lb. cauliflower, cabbage, or spinach X used individually or com1 lb. fresh peas or fresh green beans X bined as desired, not to
2 lb. egg plant or summer squash
X exceed 1 1/2 lb. total
Vegetables should be sliced or diced to the size of the meat or smaller.
After meat has cooked until tender and water is evaporated, push the
meat aside and add sliced or diced vegetables. Brown lightly.
Add:
1/4 to 1/2 c. water to complete cooking of the vegetable
To serve: a small amount of the sauce may be used on the chalow as a
garnish. The remainder is served in a bowl as an accompaniment. Serves 8.
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AWSH

( A MOIST NOODLE DISH WITH MEAT)
AWSH DOUGH

Place in a bowl:
3 c. sifted white flour
1 t. salt
Add:
7/8 c. cold water and mix to make a very stiff dough--like noodles.
If additional water is needed add it by the teaspoonful. Shape in 3
balls, cover, and allow to stand 20 min. Roll out on a floured board
until very thin (1/16 inch). Roll each piece in a tight roll and cut
into fine strips with a sharp knife. Toss with a little flour and allow
to dry on the board. These may be cooked at once or stored in a covered
jar for use later.
Drain yogurt at least 1 hour prior to use to yield:
1/2 to 1 c. thick yogurt (chaka)
Soak overnight:
1/2 lb. dry yellow peas
1/2 lb. red beans
Boil peas and beans until soft in:
2 c. water including water in which they were soaked
1/4 t. salt
After cooking is completed drain off about half the liquid, retain the rest.
In another kettle boil until tender:
Sc. dry noodles in
8 c. water with
1 T. salt
Drain.
Optional addition:
1 c. chopped spinach
Add the spinach to the boiling noodles when they are almost cooked.
In a saucepan Heat:
1 c. (1/2 c.) vegetable fat
Crumble into the fat and brown lightly:
1 1/2 lb. ground beef or lamb
Add to the meat and mix well:
1 1/2 t. salt
Combine:
noodles
peas and beans with some juice
drained yogurt
1 to 1 1/2 t. dried mint or 2 T. fresh mint
1/4 to 1 t. red pepper
1-2 t. coriander or 1/2 to 1 c. parsley (green gashneech)
Mix well. Top with fried meat and oil.
To Serve: Serve in soup plates. There should be about 1/2 c. of liquid
f or each soup plate as awsh. It is a moist noodle dish but not real l y a
soup. Since the flavors blend with standing it might be well to prepare
this ahead of time and reheat for serving. "Awsh is a traditional dish
and is usually very hot with red pepper--which makes it a useful treatment
for clearing out a head cold."
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MAYWAY NOWROZEE, OR HAFT MAYWA (DRIED FRUIT COMPOTE)
This is a traditional dish served on New Year's (Mayway Nowrozee). The
alternate name suggests that it was composed of seven dried fruits
(Haft Maywa). Apparently different families have developed their own
traditional combinations and fortunately these are very flexible since
some of these are not available outside Afghanistan. For example:
dried white apricots (shakar paura), large black raisins with seeds
(muniqa), green raisins (kishmish-e sabz), and dried apricot seeds.
Senjid also is not a western fruit. It looks a little like a very small
date, although more red in color, has a large pit, bland flavor, and
mealy texture. The complete recipe we have compiled is very delicious,
however, and if one wishes to follow Afghan tradition this would be
served to all guests who come to the house on New Years Day -- March 21st.
Wash all of the ingredients.

In one bowl place:

2 c. dried apricots
2 c. dark seedless raisins
1 c. light raisins
2 pods cardamom
Cover with cold water to 2 inches above the fruit. Cover and set
aside for two days.
In a second bowl olace with enough cold water to cover:
1 c. English or California walnuts (Persian walnuts)
1 c. pistachio nuts
1 c. dried apricot seeds or blanched shelled almonds
Add water the same as above, cover and set aside.
As the skins soften on the nuts they should all be peeled. After the
two days of soaking combine fruits and nuts and add:
1/2 c. drained maraschino cherries, halved (substituted for senjid)
To serve: spoon fruit and nuts into individual champagne glasses, dessert
dishes or cups, being sure that some of the cherries and nuts are in each
cup for garnish. The juice and fruit are served with 1/2 inch to 1 inch of
juice in each serving.
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An Afghan girl at harvest time.

At harvest time Afghan farmers use a team of bullocks to aid in threshing. One farmer drives the bullocks pulling the thresher,
while the other winnows the grain.
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Making a carpet according to the knot-tying method.

A shopping place at the village of Obe near Herat.
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REFUGEE PROFILE
The Afghan refugees accepted by the U.S, are those with considerable education,
urban experience and with some tie to this country, according to the State Department
refugee office. Some nave studied in this country in the past, others are those
with family ties here or who were former employees of the U.S. Embassy in Afghanistan
or U.S. Agency for International Development (AID) projects.
They are "carefully prescreened to meet the criteria of the Refugee Act of 1980
and must show resettle-ability in the U.S.," as a State Department refugee official
put it, and added that "an amazing number of these refugees have relatives in the
U.S. II
Most of the refugees being admitted have professional or technical training and
experience. Some speak some English; many will have travelled abroad and some will
also have studied in Europe. Most comprise families which are not large, some of
four members, maximum six. ?iany are of the Tajik ethnic group. Some are Pushtuns.
Nearly all are Muslim, most members of the Ranafi Sunni denomination with a few of
the Shi'a sect.
Nearly all of the refugees coming here are from the '"Westernized" elite of their
country, the small proportion of the population which is literate and which includes
both upper and middle classes.
They have a "fairly good acquaintance with Western ways, but it is an acquaintance
largely from films, books, magazines and orief visits," in the words of an Afghan
university professor residing here. Thus their acquaintance tends to be "with a
rather idealized version of life in the U.S."
As a result many have very high expectations of what awaits them here.
In the
words of one sponsor. "They think that all doors will open up to · them.
They get
off the plane thinking that they'll have a job, schooling, everything. Nonetheless,"
he added , "they want to be independent. "

Like many refugees coming to this country, they have not left their homeland
voluntarily. Nearly all of them would eagerly return to Afghanistan if they felt
that they would be able to live there and re-establish productive lives free of the
threat of persecution.
Processing
The Afghan refugees being admitted to this country are being processed in Pakistan,
India and in European countries such as West Germany. Those being admitted to this
country are those who have no ortions to remain where they are and who do have special
ties to this country.
Processing currently takes from 3 or 4 months to a year from time of application
to departure for the U.S. Considerable delays of up to several months are anticipated
from the time of sponsor assurance confirmation to actual travel departure. Two major
factors for this are long delays in arranging exit permits from countries of first
asylum, and long waits for the limited availability of transportation -- air l ine seats
at reduced rates stipulated because of the high costs involved.
Fo llowing are some specific expectations and background data for Afghan ref ugees
together with ways of responding to the particulars of resettling Af ghans as suggestd
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by past experience. Please keep in mind that this section merely supplements the
much more extensive guidelines and suggestions offered for each of these areas of
concern in the CWS Manual for Refugee Sponsorship.
Basic Living
Afghan refugees are generally quite unprepared for the pace and style of living
in urban America. Accustomed to a work day divided by a long lunch-hour rest break,
the fast and undivided North American work day lengthened at both ends by commuting
time has been an exhausting experience which requires time to adjust to. Allowing
the refugees time to adjust at their own pace is a relatively simple response to
this factor.
English Language
A number of the refugees coming have varying degrees of English language fluency.
Some may S?eak other European languages in addition to or instead of English. All
speak at least two Afghan languages as well. As with other education and training,
the men tend to have had more opportunities and exposure to non-Afghan patterns than
their wives.
Most, even those with considerable English fluency, recognize and insist on the
need to have advanced English proficiency to function here. Many, however, insist
on dedicating full attention to learning English before considering employment.
"The Afghans want to know advanced English. This is the first priority in their
thinking - more English, more English," -- as a Portland, Oregon, sponsor put it.
However, it must also be pointed out that most Afghan refugees arrive here
totally exhausted emotionally, mentally and physically, as a consequence of the
experiences they have suffered. "Their nerves are completely shot," noted one
Afghan. The desire to initially focus exclusively on the English language may
be for many an unconscious expression of a need for a period of "rest and recuperation"
before tackling everything else they face here.
Experience in similar circumstances has shown that a basic picture of the
realities of resettlement here and of the sponsors' limitations must be presented
from the very beginning.
Opportunities for a few weeks of intensive training should be explored. Employment
should be encouraged soon thereafter to be complemented by evening ESL courses
once the refugees become accustomed to the pace and intensity of urban living here.
Special attention should be directed to providing additional individual tutoring
for women in the family if required so that their command of the language does not
fall far below that of the men who may have had more previous exposure.
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EMPLOYMENT

Many of the refugees coming here were well-established professionals, bureaucrats,
and merchants before fleeing, some having occupied upper-echelon positions in
government bureaucracies and agencies or private institutions for years. Frequently
reported professions include administrators, teachers, social scientists, diplomats.
Many, nonetheless, have limited skills or experience that will easily transfer to
paying jobs at anything similar to prestige and relative incoMe levels they may
have been accustomed to.
Few Afghan refugees have any real sense of how the U.S. economy and the labor
market function here, so different is it from what they have known. Nor do many
know what state our economy is in. So, many Afghans have high expectations of their
employment prospects in America.
Sponsors made such comments as, " •.• expected to
start at the top, if forced to work .•• (instead of learning English)."
Indeed, the sense of social status and of position retained by many refugees
c~n make it much more difficult to seek out and accept the kinds of positions most
often open to refugees with limited practical skills and knowledge of English.
A major barrier which professionals in some fields (medicine, law, teaching)
will encounter is the difficulty of licensing and retraining required to practice
here. As with refugees of similar background from other countries, much frustration
and disappointment can be anticipated by those who find that they may have to
practically abandon what has been their "life calling" to work at least initially
at a job of relatively menial means and status. Former merchants and small-business
operators, however, have frequently been quite successful at starting and maintaining
small businesses here.
The area of employment often confronts Afghans most directly and sharply with
the major changes in sex roles from customary Afghan to "American". Dr. Pam Hunte
who has worked in Afghanistan and with Afghans for a number of years, describes it
succinctly: "In many cases, the husband has previously been the sole breadwinner -and when he gets here he often has to settle for a position (at least initially) which
hurts his pride ••• for example, a high-ranking employee in a ministry in Kabul must
become a mere 'clerk' in a store."
"But at the same tillle, women from Afghanistan experience an increase in employment
opportunities. While in Kabul perhaps they didntt work at all, here they may look
forward to being a clerk."
This can lead to tensions in marriages; more is said about this in the "Social
Integration and Mental Health" section following. Several recot!DI\endations can be
made in responding to these circumstances:
First and foremost, it is extremely important that, early on, the refugees be
engaged in a frank discussion of:
a)

How the U.S. economy and labor market functions;

b)

Current local labor market conditions and job prospects;

c}

The abilities and limitations of the sponsors.

The importance of employment and the need for self-sufficience will certain ly be
recognized by the refugees. Some reassurance on the possioilities for relative
"upward mobility" and changing jobs can be provided along the way.
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Education
A large proportion of the refugee heads of families admitted to the U.S. are
highly educated, a fev even have Ph.D.'s. A considerable number have completed
university or graduate studies or taken specialized courses at universities in
Europe or in some . cases the United States.
Among the younger refugees are some whose studies were interrupted by the civil
warfare in their homeland. These students generally desire to complete their
studies as soon as they can. Indeed, as sponsors noted, ''Young men want to continue
schooling in a chosen field plus learn advanced English rather than work."

Medical-Dental Health
Most Afghan refugees coming here are in general good health. ~onetheless, due
to their background and their experiences, some among the adults may suffer from
stress-related ailments such as ulcers and, for some women, gynecological problems.
Afghan experience with medicine and health care is quite different from that
practiced in this country. Curative, rather than preventive, health care is the nor:n
for those in ~he cities and those who can afford it. Consultations with doctors were
relatively cheap, the equivalent of a few dollars, and common practice was to "run to
a doctor for the smallest need". Doctors tended to base their diagnoses and their
prescriptions of medicine on visible or physical symptoms; there are still few
facilities for laboratory analyses in the country. Not all Afghans may be experienced
in providing detailed descriptions of internal symptoms.
Some refugees may have dental problems in need of attention, Dentistry in
Afghanistan, at least until recent years, "essentially amounted to pulling out teeth".
Accurate information and literature regarding the human reproductive process and
family planning was less easily available in Afghanistan. Some adults may find it
helpful to have such information made available, particularly couples who may desire
to wait until they are settled befor having a -- or another -- child.
Recommendations:
l)

Suggest that examining and attending physicians be aware oi the diiferent
experiences with medical practice. They may wish to ask the refugees
tbem!telve.s to relate their experiences.

2)

Very important with ~espect to sensitivity to cultural values: For some
Afghan women, being examined by a male physician can be a very upsetting
and humiliating experience. We would highly recommend - if not insist that female physicians be located to attend Afghan women and girls.
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Social Integration and Mental Ke.altn
Clearly one of the most difficult areas for the Afgh.an re.fuge_es in their own
experience - and that of their sponsors - has been that of adjusting and adapting
to the reality here wfi.ile still maintaining the essence of their own identity and, for
many, the practice of their religious faith. Numerous factors are involved due to the
vast difference between Afghan and 1·American" societies. The frequently unrealistic
expectations of the refuge. . adds to the tension and frustration experienced by many.
The major difficulty seems to be related to the guilt they feel about juat having
survived the events of the last fev years in Afghanistan. They question why they are
alive - and so many others arentt. Many feel quite "empty" - and with every success
comes more guilt.
The initial encounters with and reactions to ..American" society generally prove
both shocking and traumatic. On the one nand, in contrast to their own cultural
and religious values, e,,erything -- especially p80l)lets o~vior - init~ally appears
to be blatantly promiscuoua • .\t the same time, as one person observed from Washington,
D.C., '~any Afghan individuals here in o.c. say taat American life has a certain 'empty'
quality. • • a ' desire to make money and no thing else. ' "
"This
Th.en of course there are the traumas of reality dissolving e."Cpectatians.
is the land of great o~porrullity and everything is going to fall at their feet." Only
it doesn't. A tlWllber of th~ngs often h&ppen after tne refugees arrive.

Thay become confused &y tne gap &etween wnat ~ney read about and actual reality.
Disappointment and frustration sometimes overwhelm them.
Tension.a build up, e!ll)ecially within themselves individually and within
tDarriages and family relationships.
Many difficulties relat~ to the tremendous diffarences !n sex roles and behavior
e.~pectation.s. The changes in e.~pectations of what is appropriate and what is openly
allowable for men and for liOl!len often generates severe strains. Althougn recently
more and more younger women and wives were beginning to work in Afghanistan, the
Afghan husband may continue to have th.e e.,q,ectation that nis wife should remain at
home. Because of simple economic need here, sne !114Y have to work. His prida is then
undermined, at least in his own mind. So nus&and-vife oonds can become particularly
tense.
~oblema also relate to basic questions of sexuality, Afgnan men in ?articular
find it difficult to understand the much more open, seemingly promiscuous, display
of sexuality in dress and behavior, especially by women. Learning how to appropriately
inter?ret gestures and directness by women and learning how to maintain appropr!ate
distances can thus be difficult and SOtnetimes cause fo-c embarrassment.
Several responses have been suggested by Afghans themselves:
1)

From the very beginning speak with and co the refugees: clearly ?Ortray
what reality is here and what happens in the resettlement ;,recess / experience.
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2)

Offer sincere friendships and emotional support. "The solution to {_some
of) the above problems lies in the opportunity for Afghan refugees to
really know Americans," As Nancy Dupree cautions, "Sincerety is a key
word wh~ dealing with Afghans - who are uncanny in their ability to unmask
polite hypocrites. Afghans are also very direct. One may not always like
what they have to say, but one cannot help but respect their lack of
deviousness."

3)

"A most valuable service that sponsors can provide is to simply confront
Afghans' crude 'Hollywood image' of wnat America is with the normal,
decent behaviors of individuals and families."

4)

Assist Afghan refugees in developing, conditions permitting, a place where
they can get together to snare experiences and to vent frustrations,
disappointment and anger. Professional guidance would be advisable -- i.e.,
by mental health professionals experienced in the area -- but Afghans
themselves must be involved in this aspect: they must play a major part in
"running the show" and in developing solutions to the problems affecting
them.
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Spiritual
Most Afghans cot1Side.r their religious Beliefs and practice as fundamental
components of their identity. Many refugees mtpress the desire to continue Muslim
practices and to flave the opportunity to gather and worship together with other
members of their faith.
A major barrier for many, especially those outside of major metropolitan
centers, is the 110nuutence of mosques or places of worship honoring their
faith. As some spoa..ors have fouad, even in com,mi ties where there are Islamic
mosquu, they may be an entirely different ethnic arouping of Muslims, which
may make Afghans feel less than completely at home.

Experience flas shown that the most appropriate response is to let the refu~ees
know where - even to take them to - whatever mosque, i f any, is in. the area. At the
same time the reiugeu should be invited and made- to feel welcome to join in the
activities and functions of the sponaoring church. For example, the pastor of one
s~onsoring church noted that, after initially driving their refugee family not once
but twice to services at the mosque in the area, the Afghans firmly insisted that
they were not interested in going again; it was a service of Islam foreign to their
beliefs. Since then they have been coming of their own volition to the host church's
services and other church functions as well. The only drawbacks nave been a few
comments by pastors and members of other churches in the neighcorhood about the
sponsors "stealing fTom Islam" and "making conversions."
The voluntary nature of such invitations and participation cannot be stressed
too highly. As an Afghan anthropologist expressed it, "Afghans t.ake !slam for
granted. !t forms a much. deeper layer of th.e:ir identitiy than is often expressed in
overt practice. But if it - their beliefs - are threatened tn.ey will become very
dogmatic. !slam is the essential identity that Afghans nave as a nation; it is
what holds Afghanistan together, and it ultimately provides the ~ationale for being
here."
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SOURCES FOR ~ORE INFORMATION
BOOKS:
Afghanistan by Louis Dupree.
1980 Edition 1n paper&ack, $9. 95 ,

Princeton University Press.
778 pages.

The moat comprehensive and authoritative resource available, covering in
depth nearly every aspect of the peoples cultures and history of Afghanistan.
The book served as the central resource for this profile; it is highly recommended
for those who wish to know more about the Afghan peoples and their background.

A Journey Through Afghanistan by David Chaffetz.
1981
$12.95 in hardback-

Regnery Gateway, Inc. Chicago.

The story of the journey of two yountt Americans into Western Afghanistan,
leaving Western culture behind to assume the lifestyles, customs, hopes and fears
of the Afghans with whom they lived and travelled.
The House of Islam by Kenneth Cragg.
145 pages.

Dickenson Publishing Company, Inc.

1975,

A well-written overview of the Muslim religion, bringing in culture,
society aad the political realm. Available for $7. 75 from Americans for
Middle East Understanding, Inc., 475 Riverside Drive, Room 771, Nev York, NY
10115.

.,
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Periodicals; 0th.er Publications:
AUFS (American University Field Staff) Reports on Afghanistan, all by
Louis Dupree, provide in-depth coverage of particular aspects of the cultures,
history, recent events and other subjects, as indicated by the titles. Only
more recent issues are listed below.
Write to AUFS address to order.
AUFS Order Department
P.O . Box 150
Hanover, NH 03755
(All Reports $1.50 plus postage)
AFGHANISTAN 1980
The World Turned Upside Down

LD-6-'80

RED FLAG OVER THE HINDU KUSH
Part VI: Repressions, or Security Through Terror Purges IV-VI

LD-5-'80

RED FLAG OVER THE HINDU KUSH
Part V: Repressions, or Security Through Terror Purges I-IV

LD-4-' 80

RED FLAG OVER THE HINDU KUSH
Part IV: Foreign Policy and the Economy

LD-3-'80

RED FLAG OVER THE HINDU KUSH
Part III: Rhetoric and Refonns, or Promises! Promises!

LD-2-'80

1979
RED FLAG OVER THE HINDU KUSH
Part II: The Accidental Coup, or Taraki in Blunderland

LD-3-'79

RED FLAG OVER THE HINDU KUSH

LD-2-' 79

THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF AFGHANISTAN, 1979

LD-1-'79

1978

THE ROLE OF FOLKLORE IN MODERN AFGHANISTAN
SILAS MARNER REVISITED

LD-3-' 78

"TOWARD REPRESENTATIVE GOVERNMENT IN AFGHANISTAN
Part II: Steps Six Through Nine-and Beyond

LD-2-'78

TOWA..'TID REPRESENTATIVE GOVERNMENT IN AFGHANISTAN
Part I: The First Five Steps

LD-1-' 78

1977
AFGHANISTAN 1977: DOES TRADE PLUS AID GUARANTEE
DEVELOPHENT?

LD- 3-' 77

USAID AND SOCIAL SCIENTISTS DISCUSS AFGHANISTAN'S
DEVELOPMENT PROSPECTS

LD-2-' 77
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1976
LANDLOCKED IMAGES

LD-10-' 76

AJMAL KHATTAK: REVOLUTIONARY PUSHTUN POET

LD-9-'76

SERGE deBEAIJRECUEIL

LD-8-' 76

THE MUSLIMS HONOR A MUSL1M SAINT:

REPRISE

LD-7-'76

KESSELS' "THE HORSEMAN": THE CULTURE,
THE BOOK, THE MOVIE

LD- 7-' 76

ANTHROPOLOGY IN AFGHANISTAN

LD-5-'76

AFGHAN STUDIES

LD-4-' i6

IT WASN'T WOODSTOCK, BUT -

LD-2-' 76

SAINT CULTS IN AFGHANISTAN

LD-l-' 76

ALMS ON AFGHANISTAN from the FACES OF CHANGE (uch film ha• counterpart esuv describing
the pot;tica, sc,cia, and IConamic contuU

ORDER FORM

16mm Film
Purchase

16mm Film Only
Rental

Film
Essays

0 $460

0$460

0 $510

C$510

0 $170
0$180

0 $170

0 $55
C $61
C S20

[i S180

C$22

0 $220

C$220

CS26

C
0
C
G
C

% •• Videocassette
Purchase

AFGHAN VILLAGE (44 min.I
NAIM and JABAR 150 min.)
WHEAT CYCLE 116 min.)
AFGHAN WOMEN ( 17 min.)
AFGHAN NOMAOS (21 min.)

FACES OF CHANGE: FIVE RURAL SOCIETIES IN TRANSITION
Add $1 .75 SHIPPING ANO HANDLING PER PRINT
Contact: WHEELOCK EOUCATIONAL RESOURCES
P.O. Box 451 R
Hanover, N.H. 03755 • (603) 448-3924

Textbook

Film Essays $1.25 ea.

$15.95

REFUGEE OFFICER CONTACT LIST

American Baptist Churches
Mr. Matthew Giuffrida
Valley Forge, PA 19481
(215) 768-2425
Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ)
Rev. Jennifer Riggs
P.O. Box 1986
222 South Downey Ave.
Indianapolis, IN 46206
(317) 353-1491
Christian Reformed Church
Mr. John de Haan and Mr. Neil Molenaar
2850 Kalamazoo A~e., S.E.
Grand Rapids, MI 49508
(616) 241 -1691 Ext. 117
Mr. Quentin R. Remein
18 Wynkoop Court
Bethesda, MD 20034
(301) 229-5785
Church of the Brethren
Mr. Jan Thompson
World Ministries Commission
New Windsor, MD 21776
(301) 635-6464
Episcopal Church
Mrs. Marnie Dawson
815 Second Avenue
New York, NY 10017
(212) 867-8400
General Conference of Seventh-Day
Adventists
Pastor Milton Nebblett
6840 Eastern Ave., N.W.
Takoma Park
Washington, DC 20012
(202) 722-6779
International Division of YMCA
Mr. Ray Day
291 Broadway
New York, NY 10007
(212) 374-2184

Church of God
Mrs. Gwen Massey
P.O. Box 2498
Anderson, IN 46018
(317) 642-0256 Ext. 229
Mennonite Central Committee
Mr. Donald M. Sensenig
21 South 12th Street
Akron, PA 17501
(717) 859-1151

..,

Presbyterian Church/US
Mrs. Margaret Montgomery
341 Ponce de Leon Ave ., N.E.
Atlanta, GA 30308
(404) 873-1531
Reformed Church in America
Rev. John Buteyn and Mrs. Betty Wallace
475 Riverside Drive, Room 1824
New York, NY 10115
(212) 870-3073
Southern Baptist Convention
Dr. Oscar Romo and Mr. Donoso Escobar
2715 Peachtree Road, N.E.
Atlanta, GA 30305
(404) 873-4041

,,

United Church of Christ
Dr. Lloyd van Vactor and Ms. Elfriede Kohl
475 Riverside Drive, Room 1643
New York, NY 10115
(212) 870-2701
United Presbyterian Church in the USA
Rev. William DuVal and Ms. Shirley Nichols
475 Riverside Drive, Room 1268
New York, NY 10115
(212) 870-2465 or 2467
United Methodist Committee on Relief
Ms. Lilia Fernandez
475 Riverside Drive, Room 1373
New York, NY 10115
(212) 870-3805
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